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Fill in the blanks with the correct options. 

1-Ayyan and------------------- are making an Eid card. 

           Sana           Maham              Sehar        Sobia 

2-They draw some ------------------ on the card. 

           flowers     circles       boxes     lines 

3-They give the card to their cousin ------------------------  

           Anum          Maryam          Asma         Sara  

Fill the missing letters. 

p----per         cousi------       -----raw        tab----e          car------  

Choose the correct option. 

She ---------------- a teacher.      (is,  are) 

I -------------- Hamza.                   (am,  is) 

They ------------ sleepy.               (are,   am)   

Fill in the blanks with the given words.     

hare           challenged          finish line       ashamed            rude  

1-The tortoise reached the ---------------------------------  

2-The --------------------- was making fun of the tortoise. 



3-The felt ---------------------------  

4-He said sorry to the tortoise for his ---------------------- behaviour. 

5-The tortoise ----------------- the hare to a race.  

Fill the missing letters. 

H---re      f-----st      s-----ow      s-----eep      t----ee        h-----rse  

Fill in the blanks with “ our”, “my”,   or    “your” 

I am Samra. This is ___________ pet. 

We are brother and sister. This is ____________ house. 

You are Arun. This is ___________ pencil. 

Tick the command in the given sentences. 

Give me your notebook.    ------------                        

You are looking good.------------ 

Open the window.----------- 

What are you doing?----------- 

Complete your homework.----------- 

singular plural singular plural 
cat  cup  

glove  rabbit  
mug  room  
pet  hare  
star  duck  

plate  word  
book  frock  



Fill in the blanks. 

dawn,  black and white    ,chair 

• The colour of the Kitty is ----------------------- 

• The kitty cat eats its food at ---------------------  

• The kitty cat wants to have a rest on the --------------------------  

Fill in the blanks with “ his”, “ her”, “their”. 

• Nimra is a girl. This is ------------------- cat. 

• Usman is a doctor. This is ---------------- clinic. 

• Amina and Ambreen are sisters. Yunas is ----------------- father. 

• Seta is a girl. This is ----------------- dog. 

• Ahmed is a boy. This is ---------------- car. 

• Sam and Ben are brothers. Mr.Patrick is ------------------  uncle. 

Punctuate the given sentences by adding comma. 

1. They bought fruits vegetables and eggs from the market. 

2. Ali is a regular punctual and hardworking student. 

3. My favourite colours are red black and green. 

Write am ,or is 

She ------------ climbing a tree. 

I --------------- reading a book. 

Jack ------------ swimming. 

He----------- making a sandcastle. 

I--------------- playing cricket. 

 



Fill in the blanks. 

         eating , swimming, riding,  painting,  reading,  playing 

He is --------------------------  

 

He is ------------------------ 

 

She is --------------------------  

 

She is ------------------------ 

 

He is --------------------------  

 

He is ------------------------ 

 

Write “This” or “These”. 

------------------- is a kite.  

-------------------- are cars. 

----------------- are boys.  

 

------------------ is a fan. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Write “a” or”an”. 

------------ book            ------------ crayon 

   ------------ pen              ------------ egg 

------------ apple              ------------ desk 

------------ umbrella         ------------ rubber 

------------ axe                   ------------- orange  

------------- fan                    --------------- ox 

--------------- ice-cream       -------------tree 

 

 



 



Write the answers. 

1-What are the children making? 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

2-What does Maham draw on the card? 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

3-What do the do after making the card? 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

4-What happened during the race? 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

5-Who was proud? 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

6-Why was the hare sad at the end? 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

7-What is the colour of the Kitty cat? 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

8-At what time does the cat sleep and play? 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

9-Where did the cat have a rest? 



-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -

10-Is sharing a good habit? 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

11-Do you have this habit? 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

12-What do you like to share with your friends? 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

13-Who was sad? 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

14-Is it good to make fun of others? 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

15-Who was new in the school? 

-------------- -------------------------------------------------------------- 

16-Write one classroom manner? 

Ans ------------------------------------------------------------------------  

 Q –Fill with correct options. 

1- The poem has been written by -----------------------------  

Adward Anthony                      Ryan Gibbs 

William Wordsworth               Robert Frost 

   2-The correct rhyming word for”fun” is --------------------  



two                   bat                   red                son 

   3-Complete the line “You ’ll grow to be an ---------------brat. 

      Older              elder              young                adult 

Match the masculine noun with the feminine noun. 

              Masculine                     Feminine 

                     father                          lioness 

                     uncle                            sister  

                     lion                               mother 

                     brother                         aunt 

Circle the correct words. 

These / Those are cars.           

These / Those are books. 

 

These / Those are watches. 

 

These / Those are colour pencils.  

 

These / Those are cups. 

 

Match the rhyming words. 

                         feel                     toy 

                         train                  say 

                          sad                   fun 

 

 

 

 



Fill in the blanks with blanks with “a”  or “an”. 

Umair is eating ---------------- orange. 

I have -------------- pen. 

The bird is sitting in --------------tree. 

He bought ---------------- umbrella. 

Write the feminine gender. 

 

Rearrange and punctuate the given words to make 

sentences. 

fights me with always apple 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------  

fun me makes of he 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------  

became friends they 

----------------------------------------------------------------------- 

were one another talking fruits to 

----------------------------------------------------------------------  

Read the lesson again and fill in the blanks with the 

correct options. 

man  

boy  

horse  

uncle  

bull  



• All -------------and vegetables are good for health. 

junk food         fruits          drinks          all 

• -------------was sitting quietly in a corner. 

Apple          Carrot           Mango           Banana 

• Apple said sorry to Carrot for being ---------- to her. 

proud           polite             kind               rude 

 

Circle the correct spelling in each row. 

Ealthy               hellthy             healthy 

Iqual                   equal              equal 

Pipie                     ppie             people 

Sorry                  sooory             ssory 

Underline the action words in the given sentences. 

• Adina is eating an apple. 

• We are clapping. 

• Subhan is writing a letter. 

• They are walking on a road. 

• Abbas is sitting quietly. 

 

Write numbers from 1-10 in words  

1                             2                           3 

4                             5                           6 

7                             8                           9 

                  10 



Fill in the blanks using the given word bank. 

Clean          teacher          English         carefully 

• Miss Anum is the---------------------teacher of grade 1. 

• Keep your classroom--------------------------. 

• Listen to your teacher--------------------------. 

• Respect your ----------------------------. 

Fill in the missing letters to complete the words. 

cl---ss                 tea-------er                  res--------ect 

        lis-----en                          permissi------on 

 

Tick the correct option. 

• I (am, is) a politician. 

• Zara and Iqra (are ,is) good students. 

• This (is, am) my bedroom. 

• They (am, are) very kind. 

• Miss Asma (is, are) our class teacher. 

  

Arrange the given words in alphabetical order. 

Tree         hang       wind      lack    mind 

1---------------- 2--------------- 3---------------- 

4---------------- 5----------------  

Write three parts of your body. 

--------------------  ------------------------- ----------------  



Complete the sentences with ( is   ,  am  ,   are) 

I ----------------- Haris. 

He --------------- a doctor. 

We --------------- tired. 

She -------------- writing a letter. 

They-------------- very busy. 

Fill in the blanks. 

The rabbit has ---------------- fur. 

Tom is a ------------------ boy. 

It is a ----------------- box.  

Rewrite the  given sentences using capital letters. 

it is very hot day. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------  

a cool breeze is blowing. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------  

uzma has beautiful eyes. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------  

the children like to play in the garden. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Light 

Soft 

shout 



Fill in the blanks with   Pakistan,   two,  one,  Islamabad 

1. We have ----------------eyes to see. 

2. We have ----------------- nose to  smell with. 

3. ------------------ is our homeland. 

4. ------------------------- is the capital city of Pakistan. 

  Put the words in correct order. 

is This cap my 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------  

boots These my are 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------  

my This jacket is 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

These glasses are my 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

 

  
      



 

 

 

v 

Write the answer “Yes it is” ,“No it is not.” 

Is it a lion? 

----------------------------------------------------------------------  

Is it a monkey? 

----------------------------------------------------------------------  

 

 

vvvvvvv 



Is it a bear? 

----------------------------------------------------------------------  

 

Is it an elephant? 

----------------------------------------------------------------------  

Put the words in the correct order. 
Is This copy my 

--------------------------------------------------------------------  

boots These my are 

-------------------------------------------------------------------  

my This jacket is 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------  

These glasses are my      -----------------------------------------------------  

 

 

 

 



 

 

Put the words in the correct order. 

have biscuit I a got 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

got orange an I have 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

a I got have cake 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

banana a have got I  

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

I got a pear have ----------------------------------------------------------  

 

 

Make  sentences. 

Word  Sentences  
airy  
house  
tasty  
pet  
parents  
draw  
hot  
open  



doctor  
hungry  
nice  
beautiful  
together  
proud  
bird  

                                  Dictation Words  

cake night fine kind tiger 
hare fast race snow mood 
chair sleep card rest chair 
happy slow need duck dress 
down horse flower walk ring 
food soon smell match bird 
plate shout clean slept light 

 



  



 

 

 

Composition “My Mother” & “ My Pet”. 


